Introduction: Sustainability constitutes an essential element in corporate contexts by now. Corporate sustainability may be addressed differently, either selectively or integrated. The holistic approach opted for primarily focuses on conveying aspects of corporate sustainability across different socio-cultural contexts. In doing so, the full quadruple scope of sustainability dimensions is considered cornerstone of a well-chosen case-study design. Such particular reference prototypically exemplifies business models in highly volatile commodity markets. Continuously longing for optimization and rationalization due to creativity and productivity gains, the company is predominantly challenged by changing customer needs resulting from digitization as mega trend of the twenty-first century.
Introduction

Framing
Companies are increasingly considering corporate sustainability conditio sine qua non within their respective portfolio of economic activities (Schaltegger, Harms, & Windolph, 2010, 34 et seqq.) . Either selectively addressed through means of corporate (social) responsibility (Altenburger, 2013; Asif, Searcy, Zutshi, & Fisscher, 2013, p. 9) , or integrated into comprehensive strategic considerations (Stanger, 2017; Woeckener, 2014; see Fig. 1: Corporate (Social) Responsibility subsumed under Corporate Sustainability (adapted from Amini & Bienstock, 2014, p. 13; Gerner, 2013, p. 157; Steinkellner, 2016b, p. 5) ), corporate sustainability management is increasingly challenged by fundamentally changing market conditions, particularly in terms of innovation and business-model development (evolution) on the one hand, and socio-cultural contexts, on the other.
Taking Schumpeter's model of lean versus destructive innovation (Disselkamp, 2012; Krause, 2013; Schuh, 2013) , that is incremental evolution versus disruptive leap-frogging (Nawrot, 2014, p. 116; Pohl, 1996, 5 et seqq.; Springer Fachmedien Wiesbaden, 2014, pp. 75-76) , commodity markets are highly volatile and constantly on the move longing for optimization and rationalization, mainly due to creativity and productivity gains (Cox & Alm, 2018; Schumpeter, 1912 Schumpeter, /2006 Steinkellner, 2016b, p. 6) . Changing customer needs and proclaimed trends foster innovation and evolution of products and services (Larson, 2011; Vishwanath & Barnett, 2011) . Digitization is regarded the mega trend of the twenty-first century (Chuan et al., 2013; Keuper, Hamidian, Verwaayen, Kalinowski, & Kraijo, 2013; Schallmo, Rusnjak, Anzengruber, Werani, & Jün-ger, 2017) ; sustainability-related management is both affected by this innovation, and is at the same time driving it forward (Adams, Jeanrenaud, Bessant, Overy, & Denyer, 2012; Ahrend, 2016; Gordon & Nelke, 2017; Hilty, Jaeger, & Lamping, 2012; Hoffmann, Knopf, Rotter, & Richter, 2011; Horbach, 2005; Knopf, 2011; Müller-Prothmann & Dörr, 2011; Stanger, 2016 Stanger, , 135 et seqq., 2017 . Both innovation systems share the high degree of interdependence leading to a shift from old-school technologies towards advanced business models of production and provision of services (Stampfl, 2016; Tokarski, Schellinger, & Berchtold, 2016; Weinreich, 2016) . This applies to manifold corporate contexts, in particular those with high percentages of analogue, meaning non-digital value creation, such like paper-bound industries (MarketLine, 2013b, p. 15 ; Verband der PBS-Markenindustrie im FMI e.V., 2017b), for instance.
Adapting to socio-cultural contexts, i.e. cultural environments or landscapes of socialization affecting individuals' behaviour due to learned values and shared attitudes, including modes of communication, norms, customs, ideas, beliefs and meanings, primarily constitutes a major, though frequently underestimated requirement to companies business-wise committed at global scale (Dessein, Soini, Fairclough, & Horlings, 2015) . Therefore, international business and management theories call upon value-chain-related managers to consequently account for cultural patterns and intercultural characteristics in order to succeed in culturally heterogeneous markets in the long run (Garner, 2016; Matzler, Pechlaner, & Renzl, 2014; Pizzirani, McLaren, & Seadon, 2014; Skjerven & Reitan, 2017) . Thus, what applies to general management needs to be reflected in sustainabilityrelated contexts, accordingly, since perceptions are deemed to vary considerably across cultural reference systems (Gerner, 2013, 24 set seqq., 417, 465) .
Objectives
Taking into account the international dimension of corporate sustainability, the intention is to contribute to some kind of framework implementation strategy that correlates corporate with culture-bound sustainability, that highlights industry-sector-specific characteristics, and that conceptualizes conferrable strategic options of corporate sustainability. This case study aims at strengthening corporate sustainability through both embracing existing and evolving culture-bound approaches of sustainability vis-à-vis a framework implementation strategy that provides guidelines for implementation at operational level (Berns, Townend, Khayat, Balagopal, & Reeves, 2009, p. 7; Khalili, 2011b, pp. 152-154) .
The essential quest is how to convey aspects of corporate sustainability across different socio-cultural contexts? Hence, aiming at contributing to some kind of framework implementation strategy this implies reflecting upon:
▪ Assessing the status quo of corporate sustainabilityrelated strategic approaches, activities and initiatives, means and instruments -What is the current state of corporate sustainability like? (sustainability performance); ▪ Identifying universal and culture-bound drivers by means of SWOT-analysis, analysis of potential, stakeholder mapping and communication -Which are key drivers to increase corporate sustainability across sociocultural contexts? (sustainability opportunity); ▪ Deducing operational guidelines towards stakeholder awareness, selected strategic options, projects and best practices -Which feasible conclusions can be proposed? (sustainability commitment) (Allen, 2016; Allen & Craig, 2016; Brugger, 2010; Hill & Westbrook, 1997; O'Neill, Hershauer, & Golden, 2006, p. 35; Osburg, 2012; Van den Berghe, Lutgart, Spitzeck, Hansen, & Grayson, 2011; Weihrich, 1982) .
Derived from an existing business-case scenario examined in the course of a major research project, this paper primarily aims at putting the conceptual approach of analysis up for further scholarly debate. Given that notion purposefully exempts from directly attributable reference to the case itself, e.g. disclosing and discussing case-related characteristics, facts and figures. In a nutshell, an academic void is addressed by systematically assessing corporate sustainability based on a) grounded heuristics (life-cycle assessment (LCA) through qualitative content analysis), b) the multi-dimensional and culture-inclusive rationale, and c) an implementationfocused impetus.
Theory
Embracing sustainability as priority of corporate management involves manifold motivations. Those can roughly be subsumed under push-pull factors (Schaltegger et al., 2010, pp. 34-35; Schaltegger, Hörisch, Windolph, & Harms, 2012, p. 19) . Push factors determining corporate sustainability are relevant legislative provisions or awareness raised within society, for instance, suited for exerting certain pressure of legitimation. Pull factors are favourable market conditions, inter alia, deemed to induce companies towards sustainability commitment. In other words, do companies rather anticipate beneficial potentials of realizing promising market opportunities intrinsically, than being extrinsically forced to comply with external requirements? Affiliated with established research objectives, the underlying research questions are: 1) Does considering socio-cultural contexts constitute a strategic driving force with regard to corporate sustainability (pull factor)? 2) Does strengthening cultural aspects of corporate sustainability increase the innovative capacity for business-model development (pull factor)? 3) Does highlighting comparative advantages of sustainability-oriented manufacturing and branding favour the identification of business cases for sustainability (push factor)?
Taking a look at the overall research interest of how to convey aspects of corporate sustainability across different socio-cultural contexts, different references to respective theories are considered relevant: 1) Corporate sustainability needs to be elaborated in conjunction with its contesting concepts, such like sustainable entrepreneurship or corporate (social) responsibility; 2) Corporate contexts stemming from the chosen business case need to be introduced, including marketing in business-to-business relations, business segments in sustainability contexts, and culturebound or intercultural notions of sustainability.
The rationale behind addressing corporate sustainability and related corporate contexts is to establish a theory-based reference framework that is essential prerequisite to analyse corporate sustainability performance (Horbach, 2005 (Bansal & Song, 2017, pp. 119-122; Wilson, 2003, p. 2) .
Acknowledging the variety of notional strands (Bansal & Song, 2017, p. 130; Engert, Rauter, & Baumgartner, 2016 , p. 2834 Schaltegger, 2011a, p. 187; Stanger, 2016, 57 et seqq.) , least common consensus might certainly be achieved by considering corporate sustainability as moving target (Schaltegger & Burritt, 2005, p. 193) . Given the prevalent inconsistency of use, scholars by trend argue for an integrated definition: In order to be effective, sustainability must be integrated into organizational goals, internal incentives and evaluation systems, and organizational decision-support systems, above all (Amini & Bienstock, 2014, p. 14; Baumgartner, 2004, 26 et seqq.; Krause, 2016, p. 51; Morioka & de Carvalho, 2016, p. 140) .
Referring to corporate sustainability or sustainable entrepreneurship, respectively, for business-model development (Choi & Gray, 2008, 558, 559; Gast, Gundolf, & Cesinger, 2017; Hockerts & Wüstenhagen, 2010, 5 et seqq.; Schaltegger, 2011a, p. 189; Weidinger, Schmidpeter, & Fischler, 2014, p. 1) , it is considered pivotal to elucidate from scratch the conceptual differences in corporate (social) responsibility (Amini & Bienstock, 2014, p. 13; Asif et al., 2013, p. 8; Bansal & Song, 2017, 116, 122; Beschorner, 2012; Buchholtz, Brown, & Shabana, 2009; Carroll, 2016; Crane, McWilliams, Matten, Moon, & Siegel, 2009, p. 6; Finch, 2015, pp. 228-229; Idowu, Capaldi, Zu, & Gupta, 2013, vii; Lantos, 2001, 595, 598 et seqq.) , corporate citizenship (Schaltegger, 2011b, p. 53) , and corporate sustainability (Schaltegger, 2011a, p. 189; Schaltegger & Harms, 2013, p. 14) as corresponding umbrella term (Amini & Bienstock, 2014, p. 13; Lantos, 2001, 595 et seqq.; Prexl, 2010, 86 et seqq.; Schaltegger, 2011b, pp. 52-53) .
Important to note first is the normative progress from corporate responsibility towards corporate sustainability, thus inextricably linking responsibility with sustainability. As a result, corporate sustainability reaches beyond corporate responsibility in conceptual terms (Bansal & Song, 2017, p. 130; Schaltegger, 2011a; Schaltegger & Petersen, 2009, p. 70) . Second, the entire dimensional scope of sustainability is considered (Baumgartner & Rauter, 2017, p. 84; Elkington, 2002, 69 et seqq.; Gerner, 2013, p. 154; Jeurissen, 2000, p. 229) , including cultural aspects, notably. Third, corporate sustainability is implementation-oriented, because "if corporate social responsibility (CSR) is to exceed the ambition of a general philosophy or to be more than (public relations), corporate sustainability management is required" (Schaltegger & Petersen, 2009, p. 67) . In this respect, sustainabilityrelated activities of companies must necessarily be attached to the economic logic (Schaltegger, 2011a, p. 196) , so as to accomplish the comprehensive integration of corporate sustainability into strategic management (Engert et al., , 2834 . Put differently, "corporate sustainability can be seen as the result of management attempts to tackle sustainability challenges" (Schaltegger & Burritt, 2005, p. 195) . Fourth, corporate sustainability as long-term target requires structural embedding of key elements into strategic plans -striving for business cases for sustainability (Engert & Baumgartner, 2016, p. 826; Khalili, 2011c; Morioka & de Carvalho, 2016, p. 141; Schaltegger, 2017, 85 et seqq.; Wunder, 2017, 3 et seqq.) , and/or modelling of fully-fledged corporate sustainability strategies -aligning with the value proposition alongside the value-adding chain (Lloret, 2016, 420 et seqq.) . Fifth, both instances consideredbusiness case and strategy respectively -corporate sustainability governance gains increasing importance as normative driving force (Fischer, 2017, 135 et seqq.; Viardot, 2017, 78, 108) To conclude, corporate sustainability can be regarded as the overarching integrated concept that incorporates the selective portfolio of corporate (social) responsibility (Stanger, 2017, p. 62) , and which is to be implemented through sustainable entrepreneurs, after all (Asif et al., 2013, p. 9) . What links related concepts with corporate sustainability is an increasing degree of holism, strategic orientation and normativity, ranging from selective-impulsive-intuitive to integrated-scaling-notional.
As to the research agenda, a thoroughly normative (1) approach towards cross-cultural corporate sustainability (2) is envisaged, focusing on feasibility (3), addressing strategic embedment (4), and incorporating aspects of governance through connecting frameworks or guidelines (5).
2) Contexts do matter -approaching corporate sustainability in the proposed holistic way (Herlyn & Radermacher, 2014, p. 453; Meffert & Hensmann, 2014, p. 24; O'Neill et al., 2006, p. 34; Schröder, Holbach, & Müller-Kirschbaum, 2014, p. 258 ) the principal insight gained is normativity (Habisch & Bachmann, 2016, p. 9) . Setting standards, rules or procedures requires deciding and implementing power, above all, that represents one major element to be achieved through strategic management. The resulting question is which particular corporate contexts need to be taken into account that influence or drive sustainability-related management? In other words, which framing concepts need to be considered, explained or introduced further? Arguing deductively, i.e. from the general to the specific, three significant contexts find their way into the theoretic framework, consisting of: a) Marketing in business-to-business relations
Performing economically in a business-to-business environment, i.e. relationships between organizations (Backhaus, 2015, pp. 19-20; Kesting, Kliewe, Korff, & Serbin, 2014, pp. 5-6; Schallmo, 2013, pp. 17-18) , requires specific management decisions -so-called entrepreneurial agility (Backhaus & Muehlfeld, 2015, pp. 97-98; Backhaus & Voeth, 2015, pp. 17-19; Mishra, 2017, 110 et seqq.) -in terms of differing bilateral transfer potential compared to business-to-consumer (b2c) marketing (Kesting et al., 2014, p. 6; Klarmann & Fleischmann, 2014, p. 4) , self-contained transaction processes or brand management/policy (Baumgarth, 2010a (Baumgarth, , 2010b (Baumgarth, , pp. 48-49, 2014 Baumgarth & Binckebanck, 2010) , resulting from indirect or derivative demand combined with informational uncertainty about end customers, in particular (Backhaus, 2015, 17 et seqq.; Backhaus & Muehlfeld, 2015, pp. 97-98; Backhaus & Voeth, 2015, p. 21; Baumgarth, 2010b, pp. 48-49; Budt & Lügger, 2013, 68 et seqq.; Kliewe & Kesting, 2014, 5 et seqq.; Rusnjak, 2014; Weber, Bramsemann, Heineke, & Hirsch, 2017, p. 21; Weiber & Wolf, 2014, 23 et seqq.) ; thus, customerrelationship management (CRM) translates into stakeholder management (Backhaus & Voeth, 2015, p. 21) ; Budt & Lügger, 2013, p. 69; Komoto & Mishima, 2013) aiming at anticipating and reconciling both supplier and buyer culture through business-segment-integrating marketing (Cadden, Marshall, & Cao, 2013, 88-89, 94; Homburg, 2017 Homburg, , 1066 Mishra, 2017, pp. 91-93; Weiber & Wolf, 2014, 24 et seqq.) .
Conventionally, product-oriented marketing (Backhaus & Muehlfeld, 2015, pp. 103-105) can be attributed to five immanent driving factors, enablers or key driversdefined as factors which cause/influence particular phenomena to happen or make progress/develop -towards business success, comprising of (Albers & Krafft, 2013, 10 et seqq.; Baan & Homburg, 2013; Backhaus & Muehlfeld, 2015, 94 et seqq.; Binckebanck, 2013, 8 et seqq.; Budt & Lügger, 2013, 68 et seqq.; Homburg, 2017, 143 et seqq.; Kirchhof & Nickel, 2014; Lun, Lai, & Cheng, 2010, 77 et seqq.; Ternès & Runge, 2015, pp. 1-12) : 1) Trust: Opting for long-term customer-relationshipmanagement (CRM) evoking sentiments of willingness and ability to serve; 2) Brand reputation: Developing and streamlining an increasingly important branding consistent with the content-based value proposition and applicable both internally for staff and externally for customers; 3) Unique-selling-proposition (USP): Elaborating the unique idea or feature for value proposition, making the decisive difference from competitors in the customers' eyes; 4) Marketing-sales-interface: Incorporating different enriching perspectives of expertise and experience for market cultivation, ranging from product or brand orientation to customer contacts or sales success; 5) Incentive systems: Thinking of how to measure and value performance conventionally and alternatively (Berndt, 2016, 22 et seqq.; Berndt & Henkel, 2016, 26 et seqq.; Homburg, 2017 Homburg, , 1080 MarketLine, 2014, p. 14) .
Correlating corporate responsibility with the aforementioned elements of branding in business-to-business (b2b) contexts (Baumgarth & Binckebanck, 2010, 487, 493; Klarmann & Fleischmann, 2014, p. 337) , sustainable branding (Meffert & Rauch, 2014, 159 et seqq.) attains considerable importance in the context of sustainability to be dealt with as driving issue of strategic brand management (Baumgarth, 2014; Belz, 2010, 59, 63 et seqq.; Chao, Polonsky, & Jevons, 2009, p. 341; Popoli, 2011) . "In this way, attempting responsible branding (…) can result in organisations reviewing their overall (corporate) impact, not simply focusing on narrowly defined issues, which has the potential for considerable advantage to society as a whole" (Chao et al., 2009, p. 334) . In consequence, sustainability enters as driving factor into the business-to-business (b2b) and the corresponding branding network context (Lacoste, 2016, pp. 152-154) , respectively: 6) Sustainability performance: Adopting means of corporate sustainability in a strategic manner significantly redounds to innovation potential and business success (Glaser & Hassler, 2015, pp. 6-7; Stanger, 2017, 61-62, 64) . It "reflects one target end of the move of companies in the corporate responsibilities continuum from corporate conformance and compliance with given standards to corporate performance in relation to stakeholder expectations. In this context, sustainability performance can be defined as the performance of a company in all dimensions and for all drivers of corporate sustainability" (Schaltegger & Wagner, 2006, p. 2) . This "progressive management approach (…) generates new products and services, management systems, markets and organisational processes that increase the social as well as the environmental value of business activities" (Weidinger & Schmidpeter, 2014, p. 2) .
Hence, sustainability needs to be an embedded element of the corporate narrative, meaning that it ought to be incorporated into the brand essence, already (Baumgarth, 2014, p. 220; Lahme & Klenk, 2014, p. 156) . Addressing sustainable branding strategically leads to sustainable marketing (Bruhn, 2015, 337 et seqq.; Chao et al., 2009, 334 et seqq.; Eggert, Haas, Ulaga, & Terho, 2015, 488 et seqq.; Kenning, 2014, 6-7, 11-16, 17, 19; Meffert, Kenning, & Kirchgeorg, 2014) . To recap, sustainability-oriented marketing (sustainability marketing) is regarded key to business success of globallyengaged brand manufacturers (Herlyn & Radermacher, 2014, 435 et seqq.) . Particularly if strategically underpinned, "(companies) that have undertaken planned, strategic and quasi-strategic (…) activities will be viewed more positively by stakeholders than (those) that have only used (corporate responsibility) tactically and piecemeal" (Chao et al., 2009, p. 342) ;
b) Business segments in sustainability contexts
Assessing the corporate sustainability performance implies having identified relevant areas in advance. In order to avoid piecemeal assessments on a purely individual basis because of not making sufficiently clear the nexus between product emergence and its chain of economic value added, business segments alongside the corporate value chain are selected and customized through lifecycle analysis, accordingly (Baumgarth, 2010a (Baumgarth, , 63 et seqq., 2014 Baumgarth & Binckebanck, 2010, 487, 493; Bruhn, 2015, 337 et seqq.; d'Heur, 2014b, pp. 3-4; Eggert et al., 2015, 488 et seqq.; Lacoste, 2016, p. 152; Meffert et al., 2014, 10 et seqq.; Schaltegger & Wagner, 2011) ;
Business segments attached to sustainability contexts can best be identified and described alongside value creation. Accordingly, a corporate value chain may be considered the sum of business segments altogether contributing to value-adding, kicking off with the supply chain. Making value chains sustainable is the key to integrated corporate sustainability that eventually leads to sustainable product or service life-cycles (Bey, 2018, p. 530; Bouchery, Corbett, Fransoo, & Tan, 2017; Herrmann, 2010, p. 118; Lahme & Klenk, 2014, 155, 156; Moltesen & Bjørn, 2018, 51 et seqq.; Nidumolu, Prahalad, & Rangaswami, 2009 .
From a generic point of view principal business segments in manufacturing companies are: ▪ Supply chain: Sustainable supply-chain management encompasses more than collaborating on refining specifications and logistics; in fact, it is more about promoting product-oriented stewardship through aligning contractual incentives and applying sustainability-related criteria to select as well as maintaining strategic alliances and long-term partnerships with sustainability-driven suppliers (Aquilon, 1997, p. 85; Berning & Venter, 2015, pp. 6257-6258; Bretzke & Barkawi, 2010, p. 21; Cadden et al., 2013, pp. 87-88; Carter & Rogers, 2008, 372, 377; Davis, MoraMonge, Quesada, & Gonzalez, 2014, p. 188; Gold, Seuring, & Beske, 2010, p. 142; Hudson, 2005; Lahme & Klenk, 2014, p. 157; Pagell & Wu, 2009, p. 39; Sabbaghi & Sabbaghi, 2011, 109 et seqq.; Seuring & Müller, 2008, p. 460; Walther, 2010, p. 247) ; ▪ Production: Both sustainable manufacturing and sustainable products are considered prerequisite to sustainable consumption based on user-producer interaction. Although manufacturing processes are often associated with centrepiece or core-value-creation of saleable products, upstream and downstream processes are equally important constituent parts of corporate sustainability (Baumgartner & Rauter, 2017, p. 86; Hoffmann & Hoffmann, 2012; Lee, 2013, 261, 267; Seliger, 2012 ; United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) & Delft University of Technology, 2006, 21, 63) ; ▪ Packaging and distribution: Both elements are typically subsumed under the logistics terminology though addressing planned, developed, organized, coordinated, steered and controlled material or product flows. Sustainability-related packaging and distributing is commonly coined as sustainable logistics or green logistics, respectively (Aquilon, 1997, pp. 76-77; Bretzke, 2014; Carter & Rogers, 2008, 370, 378; Deckert, 2016, 3, 23 et seqq.; Giudice, 2013, 323 et seqq.; Presse-und Informationsamt der Bundesregierung, 2011, p. 43) ; ▪ Use, maintenance and services: Commonly referred to consumption as the act or process of spending wastefully or utilizing purposefully scarce goods and services, in terms of corporate sustainability there is an observable shift from the classical product use towards a more functional approach. Changing from productselling business models to functional product-service systems is considered to significantly reduce negative ecological and social impacts of the product. As a result, business models supporting product-service systems are increasingly evolving; they provide "( …) an integrated mix of products and services that are together able to fulfil a particular customer demand (to deliver a 'unit of satisfaction'), based on innovative interactions between the stakeholders of the value-production system (satisfaction system), where the economic and competitive interest of the providers continuously seeks environmentally and socio-ethically beneficial new solutions" (Barquet, Cunha, Oliveira, & Rozenfeld, 2012, pp. 189-190; Baumgartner & Rauter, 2017, p. 90; Khalili, Melaragno, & Haddadian, 2011, 207 et seqq.; Komoto & Mishima, 2013, pp. 634-635; Kwak & Kim, 2013, 177 et seqq.; Maxwell, Sheate, & van der Vorst, 2006 , 1468 , 1471 Roy, 2000, p. 291; Sakao, 2013, 600 et seqq.; Vezzoli, Ceschin, Diehl, & Kohtala, 2015, p. 2) ; ▪ End-of-life: Product-related end-of-life strategies fulfil a dual role: Optimizing the initial lifetime, and providing product lines with end-of-life systems. Boundaryspanning processes are envisaged through integrating both users/customers and involving stakeholders. Provided essential assumptions on the fully-fledged manufacturing process, the value-chain basis ought to be extended to high added-value end-of-life strategies, ranging from re-use, re-manufacturing or re-furbishing, re-cycling, incinerating, and/or considering local collection or recycling systems, both in formal and informal contexts. Undoubtedly, direct re-use is principally regarded a logistics and monitoring issue, whereas remanufacturing aims at re-gaining the initial functional performances of the product (Albers, Canepa, & Miller, 2008, 54 et seqq., 98-99; Bauer, Brissaud, & Zwolinski, 2017, 115, 126; Gauthier, 2005; Gemechu, Sonnemann, Remmen, Frydendal, & Jensen, 2015, p. 39; Hoffmann & Hoffmann, 2012; Sonnemann & Margni, 2015;  United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) & Delft University of Technology, 2006, 66, 69, 110 et seqq.) .
Managing business segments alongside value chains in sustainability-oriented contexts demands strategy-driven and implementing momentum. Such sustainability strategies ensure long-term performance required to establish sustainability as determinant driver of innovation and business success, ultimately. Contexts influence formulating sustainability strategies in a dual, pushing and pulling, way (Khalili, 2011a, 23 et seqq.; Orsato, 2014; Schröder et al., 2014, 259 et seqq.; Stanger, 2017, pp. 62-63; Viardot, 2017, pp. 1-2) . To conclude, modelling a competitive sustainability strategy requires first, a strategic management approach in due consideration of the value-adding business segments and second, the capability of recognizing relevant sustainability contexts as drivers for business success. Screening the product's performance, implementation needs then to be based on primary and secondary activities of policy-setting, following an integrated value-chain-management approach towards sustainability (Gemechu et al., 2015, p. 39; Lozano, 2012, p. 15; Porter, 1985 Porter, /2004 Porter & Kramer, 2006; van Hemel, 1998, p. 41) . Prioritized areas need to be embedded into or subsumed under a corporate strategy for sustainability (Viardot, 2017, 91 et seqq.) ; c) Culture-bound notions of sustainability Assuming the linkage between performance, context and culture, the cultural dimension is explicitly addressed in order to draw attention to the emerging discourse on cultural/intercultural aspects. More precisely, joined with the case study, how is corporate sustainability managed across culture, either driven through standardizing or differentiating strategies (Archer & Cameron, 2009b; Ayman & Hartman, 2011, 72 et seqq.; Barmeyer, 2009; Dessein et al., 2015, p. 30; Habisch & Schmidpeter, 2016; Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010; Lewis, 2000; Moray, 2004; Morioka & de Carvalho, 2016, p. 140; Schaltegger, Windolph, Harms, & Hörisch, 2014; Steinkellner, 2016a; Tilt, 2016 , 2 et seqq.; Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 2012; . "Generally, culture is referred to as an emergent grouping of beliefs, knowledge, practices, values, ideas, language and worldviews within a social group; each of these elements affects the social group's ongoing attitudes and behaviour. However, culture is not bound to a given geographical location or fixed in time. Indeed, culture is often thought of as an intergenerational concept. Nevertheless, culture's broad range of definitions and uses also exposes its inherent complexity due to its distinctly dynamic nature" (Pizzirani et al., 2014 (Pizzirani et al., , p. 1317 . The broad notional scope particularly applies to transnational-corporate and sustainability contexts.
Culture enables facilitating identity and providing orientation, antagonizing cultural alienation in times of lacunae of normativity and creating meaning in a globalized world. Directed by cultural codes societal groups diverge to the extent of being culturally adapted and conditioned (Habisch, 2016, p. 197; Habisch & Bachmann, 2016 , 9 et seqq.; Lewis, 2000, 41 et seqq.; Santamaria, Escobar-Tello, & Ross, 2016, p. 17) . Such established software(s) of the mind can be captured as set of cultural dimensions, cultural layers or cultural patterns, respectively (Anbari, Khilkhanova, Romanova, & Umpleby, 2010, p. 2; Aquilon, 1997, 80 et seqq.; Hofstede et al., 2010, 24 et seqq., 53 et seqq.; Moll, 2012, p. 43; Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 2012, 123 et seqq., p. 21) . According to cultural theory most of the cultural source code is not visible or observable, at first glance (Marsden, 2018; The Business Zoom, 2015) . Doing business in specific and diffuse cultural backgrounds bears the risk and challenge of colliding cultural codes. Such cultural overlapping situations may potentially result in critical incidents. Managing successfully across cultures requires intercultural competence that includes context-specific communication skills (Lewis, 2000, 182 et seqq.; Tilt, 2016 , 2 et seqq.; Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 2012, 75 et seqq.) .
Is culture linked to sustainability, if so, how? Recalling the dynamic and evolutionary nature, culture can be understood as mental model that emerges through longterm programming, commonly known as cultural evolution (Brocchi, 2016, pp. 52-66) . In this respect, culture is far more than human variable or add-on (Chapanis, 2004; Kaplan, 2004, xii) , it has always been the driver for transformation. Sustainability is widely recognized as transformational; hence, cultural codes and sustainability constitute the nexus of the mental construct of cultural transformation. Put into a nutshell, "(c) hanging user's existing habits, beliefs and activities, and creating new ones for sustainability requires a deep cultural transformation a 'transition of minds' rather than purely technological innovations" (Santamaria et al., 2016, p. 17) .
Culture has evolved from niche topic into meaningful driver of the international policy framework (Arizpe, 2015, 18, 123; Dessein et al., 2015, p. 15) . Over the intervening years, normative settings on the cultural dimension of sustainability have emerged, paying diligently heed to socio-cultural indicators, to the effect that culture turned into strategically positioning determinant in terms of (Dessein et al., 2015, p. 29 ), a) supportive and self-promoting role (culture in sustainable development), b) framing, contextualising and mediating mode (culture for sustainable development), and c) foundational and structural framework as underlying dimension (culture as sustainable development) (Brocchi, 2016, pp. 49-50; Ellson, 2004; Gerner, 2013, 24 et seqq., 33, 154; Kagan & Kirchberg, 2016 , p. 1489 Pizzirani et al., 2014 Pizzirani et al., , p. 1325 Romeiro Filho, 2015, p. 4698; Steinkellner, 2016b, p. 4) .
To conclude, "(t) he realization that sustainability cannot be conceived of without a cultural dimension and the argument that sustainability transformation requires wide-ranging cultural transformations is not particularly new, and a range of academic and policy discourses on culture and sustainability have developed over the past few decades" (Dessein et al., 2015 (Dessein et al., , p. 1489 .
Assuming culture and sustainability to be closely intertwined concepts, how do they apply to corporate context, put differently, in which way do they affect corporate sustainability? Since studies of comparing corporate-sustainability performance at global scale are progressively point of reference, the corporate-cultural question of sustainable development is highly relevant (Leszczynska, 2011, 341 et seqq.; Schaltegger et al., 2014) . On the one hand, corporations are embedded into a macro-socio-cultural environment. In this regard, the nexus to the abovementioned culture as mental model applies, typically defined as "web of meanings made of repetitive habits and emotional responses which reflects the way the people feel, think, and perform" (Viardot, 2017, p. 9) . On the hand, there is a micro-cultural level of distinct corporate cultures determining "how things are done through a set of behaviours, values, and visible symbols" within an entrepreneurial context (Handfield, 2013, 62 et seqq.; Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 2012, pp. 103-104; Viardot, 2017, p. 9) . Both scopes are interdependent, thus, many issues addressed are likewise important to both micro-and macro-cultural contexts, inter alia a) how to shape cultural change through addressing cultural sustainability in terms of heritage, vitality, socio-economic viability, diversity, locality, or nature-culture interfaces of eco-cultural civilization (Beschorner, 2006; Birkeland, Burton, Novoa, & Siivonen, 2017; Dessein et al., 2015, 28 et seqq.; how to manage cross-cultural stakeholder dialogues vis-à-vis minorities' participation and representation in the context of cultural landscapes, indigenous cultural or tribal values, and impacts resulting from corporate activities (Acosta, 2013, 106 et seqq.; CubilloGuevara, Hidalgo-Capitán, & García-Álvarez, 2016, 34 et seqq.; Fatheuer, 2011, 26 et seqq.; Grimm & Saner, 2011, 1-8, 247-258; Pizzirani et al., 2014 , pp. 1318 , 1325 , Tilt, 2016 .
In conclusion, "sustainability is about developing a longterm perspective and approach to all business matters. The concept is best developed by those who genuinely care about progressing towards a more stable future for the benefit of all" (Schmidpeter & Lewtas, 2016, p. 1) . Due to that cultural sustainability ought to be attended/integrated more into economic models and embodied as source of creative resilience into corporate sustainability (Anbari et al., 2010, p. 1; Archer & Cameron, 2009a, 179 et seqq.; Habisch & Schmidpeter, 2016, 53 et seqq.; Kagan & Kirchberg, 2016 , p. 1490 Steinkellner, 2016b, 8 et seqq.; Viardot, 2017, 3 et seqq.) . Collaborative cultures for sustainability stem from culture-sensitive, context-driven and performance-oriented business practices that show cultural sustainability as vibrant individual and organizational issue of corporate management (Archer & Cameron, 2009b, 89 et seqq.; Dessein et al., 2015, p. 30; Moray, 2004, pp. 51-52; Morioka & de Carvalho, 2016, p. 140) . Related business cases displaying added value by addressing corporate responsibility and culture, and implementing cultural aspects into life-cycle analyses and assessments, respectively, are promising, predominantly affiliated to small-and-medium-sized enterprises (Hemmers, 2006, 127 et seqq.; Romeiro Filho, 2015, p. 468; Steinkellner, 2016a, 195 et seqq.) . However, cultural sustainability is not yet considered an impact-category indicator; thus, recognition in related discourses is still rather limited (Paech, 2005 , 57 et seqq.; Pizzirani et al., 2014 Pizzirani et al., , 1318 Pizzirani et al., , 1319 ; dealing with culture-bound notions of sustainability on the corporate level involves: 1) Ambiguity: Managing across cultural borders requires sustaining cultural uncertainty, even though doing business with global mind-sets. Tolerance to ambiguity is prerequisite to transnational solutions (Bartlett & Ghosbal, 1987, 43, 51; Bartlett & Ghoshal, 2008; Di Norcia, 1991; Guo, 2015; Keinert, 2008; Popoli, 2011, p. 426; Shister, 2004, p. 17; Solomon & Schell, 2009, 217 et seqq.) ; 2) Branding: Universal versus particular is the frequently cited formula applicable to most strategy-related corporate contexts, most notably in formulating strategies within the scope of corporate responsibility. Diversified approaches tend to outweigh one-size-fits-all solutions of global branding which do not work for different markets, because "the legitimacy that companies seek through (corporate-responsibility) practices is obtained across multiple cultures and countries: Legitimacy is not just a home country phenomenon, it must be viewed globally. As a consequence, brand strategy must enhance both home and host country perspectives". In order to comply with the paradigm of cultural adapting and awareness, guidelines are proposed which encompass the identification of culturally relevant issues, acknowledgement of cultural heterogeneity, measurement, and interpretation (Chao et al., 2009, pp. 331-332; Harps, 2003, p. 85; Popoli, 2011, pp. 420, 430; Trompenaars & HampdenTurner, 2012, pp. 31-32) .
The following trends can be observed when summarizing the state of culture-integrating into corporate sustainability: 1) Approaches are mostly centred on supply chains.
Despite acknowledging that "cultural complexities that can throw even the best managed global supply chains an unexpected curveball", the scope of cultural adaptiveness or cultural fit primarily relates to corporate cultures explaining differences between supplier versus buyer culture, for instance (Cadden et al., 2013, 86, 94-95; Davis et al., 2014, 190, 194; Hudson, 2005) ;
2) In logistics and distribution practice, cultural differences are rather considered obstacles to global sourcing. Making this business segment work given increasing complexity requires further efforts of intercultural understanding in corporate relationship management (Aquilon, 1997, 77 et seqq.; Harps, 2003) ; 3) Cultural heterogeneity needs to be addressed to an increasing degree, particularly in international sales and operations planning (van Hove, 2013).
Internationally-operating corporations usually comprise global production and/or trading division structures, i.e. subsidiaries, branch offices and manufacturing sites, respectively. Consequentially, colliding cultures, intercultural encounters or critical incidents are typically and frequently met situations of companies in transnational/global business contexts. Culture can be both chance and challenge of international management. Many companies clearly accommodate cultural challenges as business opportunity; segments alongside the value chain do transversally capture sense-making as means of common corporate understanding. Corporate cultural responsibility is primarily attributed to driver of success through meeting the requirements of global stakeholders. However, culture is far more; it is creative resource to corporate evolution and sustainability, and should be planted into the core-business domain, accordingly. Corporate cultural responsibility ensures attractiveness of generations to come, and serves as source of workforce inspiration. Corporate marketing relies on culture in order to intensify the perception of products and services by adding a unique-selling aspect. Moreover, culture serves as foundation or least-common denominator that enables economic value creation and individual interaction, without the necessity of constantly negotiating for underlying values and beliefs (Fürst, 2014, p. 167; Schaltegger et al., 2014; Steinkellner, 2016a Steinkellner, , 2016b Tilt, 2016, p. 4; Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 2012, 186 et seqq.) .
What can be learned from this theory approach: Is there anything like a normative narrative towards a sustainability shift in business paradigms (Ayman & Hartman, 2011, 57 et seqq.) ?
To conclude, on corporate-sustainability grounds, there is a notable trend from selective towards integrated notions of corporate responsibility corresponding to normative, culture-bound, implementing, strategically framed and aligned concepts of corporate sustainability. First of all, in terms of marketing in business-to-business (b2b) relations, another driver of competitiveness needs to be taken into consideration, adding up to trust, brand reputation, unique-selling-proposition, marketing-sales-interface, incentive systems, and sustainability performance. Once the corporate narrative of sustainability is incorporated into the brand essence, sustainable branding turns into sustainable marketing. Second, drawing on business segments, in sustainability-oriented contexts those need to rely on strategy and respective implementation alongside the value chains. Sustainability strategies are pivotal to long-term performance, establishing sustainability as determinant driver of innovation in both pushing and pulling contexts. Third, and last but not least, in view of culturebound notions, sustainability is to be considered as crosscutting approach to all business matters, and source of creative resilience, known as collaborative cultures for sustainability. Dual challenges of ambiguity and branding need to be embraced as business opportunity overtly attributed to corporate cultural responsibility and driver of success.
In a nutshell, recalling the research questions raised, theory-based insights obtained through literature review lead to the triple arguments that 1) Socio-cultural contexts are increasingly taken into account for corporate sustainability; however, there is little case-related evidence that those might constitute a strategic driving force to corporate sustainability governance; 2) Cultural aspects are related to corporate sustainability through underlying value systems; however, there is hardly any case-related analysis that it might increase the innovative capacity for business-model development; 3) Comparative advantages of sustainability-oriented manufacturing and branding are at hand with corporate sustainability management; however, there is need to elucidate how these practices might favour the identification of business cases for sustainability.
In further replicating these findings with casedistinctive elements there is:
▪ Little evidence that corporate sustainability is related to the company's brand essence by taking into account brand awareness and recognition; ▪ Limited embedding of cultural aspects into an integrated corporate strategy for sustainability in fostering business innovation alongside business segments; ▪ Promising potential for sustainability as corporate matter of business-to-business (b2b) and business-toconsumer (b2c) relations for identifying applicable business cases.
Case description
The case chosen to convey aspects of corporate sustainability across different socio-cultural contexts is related to the fundamentally changing stationery industry, represented by a company with subsidiaries and manufacturing sites across the globe. Based upon theory-bound considerations, analysis exclusively originates from corporate information and insights; combining generic lifecycle analysis or life-cycle assessment (LCA) with corporate-sustainability dimensions serves as structuring element for assessing both qualitative and documented data gathered through methodological triangulation. Several experts' interviews corresponding to this structuralanalytical design constitute the comprehensive context for drawing differentiated conclusions on sustainability performance, opportunity and commitment. In reverse, an implementing concept -subsequently proposed as framework strategy -focuses on the managerial aspects of corporate sustainability by returning analytically processed records to the case-presenting company.
Characteristics
Quite a number of companies within the business segment are confronted with the dual challenge of both transforming their business models into future-proof concepts and paying tribute to an increase of sustainability awareness among customers simultaneously. Remarkable epitome of this perceived trade-off is the highly fragmented and competitive stationery industry that illustrates the gradual shift from manual writing equipment/devices to digitized text production while avoiding surpluses in paper, ink and packaging consumption (Giarrizzo, 2017; MarketLine, 2013a MarketLine, , p. 12, 2013b MarketLine, , p. 11, 2014 . Hence, different brands will have to embrace similar challenges simultaneously: "Storage and stationery may also be influenced by switching to a paperless office format. Office services such as photocopying, printing and binding may be substituted by electronic forms of communications" (MarketLine, 2013b (MarketLine, , p. 15, 2014 ; Verband der PBS-Markenindustrie im FMI e.V., 2017a). Likewise, many of them do focus on comparable markets and strategic options competing for shrinking market shares, ultimately. However, still of importance, skimming markets might serve as bridging or accompanying option till novel marketing concepts are at place to be implemented reconciling customers' and sustainability needs. Extending the market range globally with aforementioned impetus, cross-and intercultural characteristics need to be accommodated accordingly. This particularly applies in transformational regards, such as customer needs based on trends or strategic commitment towards sustainability (Bleischwitz & Bringezu, 2011, p. 99; Bretschger, 2011, 11 et seqq.; Roth, 2016, p. 60; Welfens, Perret, & Erdem, 2011, 28 et seqq.) .
The case refers to a listed, globally active company manufacturing writing and marking tools with the recorded sales revenue of roughly EUR 150 Mio. The business volume is generated at global scale through international distribution management companies in around one hundred countries principally served by independent distribution partners unless represented by proprietary sales subsidiaries. Distribution to private and commercial end users is exclusively carried out businessto-business via specialized trading partners, including large-scale sales channels, mail-order companies, and online sales channels as complement to the traditional wholesale and retail trade. Different business activities aligned to value-chain or corporate areas/divisions, respectively, are integrated into an umbrella-like holding structure, including production and distribution subsidiaries in Latin America. The company's self-concept of corporate responsibility comprehends the strategic approach of managing selected aspects of sustainability instigated by a balanced scorecard; a lean-management and corporate-governance approach reflected in a framework of incorporated ISO-certifications and statement of compliance; a corporate willingness to pay more for sustainability-thinking; a vision for novel products that are composed of sustainable qualities, including ecodesign, weight efficiency or innovative materials into product research/development; a critical assessment of supply-chain processes to be optimized in terms of reducing single sources or striving for constantly extending corporate production volumes; a relatively novel flagship brand that constitutes an eco-friendly product line, available at elevated costs compared to the conventional product portfolio; a corporate bias for post-consumer campaigns; a multiplicity of social commitments assumed through earmarked donations as corporate ambassadors; a focus on social, children-centric, mainly educational projects within the portfolio of corporateresponsibility initiatives; and a corporate culture in need of staying responsive and value-based in terms of providing decent working conditions, health and child care, or including corporate events.
Focusing upon corporate sustainability or sustainable entrepreneurship (Schaltegger & Wagner, 2011, 225 et seqq.; , interchangeably, these facets are to be elaborated by means of case study, i.e. examining subject plus contextual conditions, for the following reasons:
▪ Innovation and business-model development do have a pivotal stake within the company's strategic development, e.g. heading for new product lines (ecoinnovation), providing resourceful services, stretching brands etc. (Machiba, 2011) ; and ▪ Cultural contexts do matter in a globally oriented company, e.g. skimming markets, developing culturebound sales and marketing strategies, providing adequate product portfolios etc.
Based upon the classical business-to-business model of manufacturing and distributing stationery and/or professional office supplies (Schallmo, 2013, pp. 19-21) , on the one hand, the case-representing company is facing challenges of rapidly changing sales and marketing contexts mainly driven through the mega trends (Braun, Loew, & Clausen, 2008; Presse-und Informationsamt der Bundesregierung, 2011, 14, 18; Stanger, 2017, p. 61) 
of:
▪ Digitization refers to the conversion of analogue information of any kind to digital formats with the help of suitable electronic devices. This enables information to be compiled, processed, stored and transmitted through digital circuits, equipment and related networks. Digitalization refers to the process of integrating digital technologies into everyday life that is facilitated by the digitization of everything that can be digitized; ▪ Commoditization refers to a commercial practice of selling products on the basis of price and not on brand. This co-occurs with reduced margins due to standardized, ever cheaper and more common manufacturing technologies (me-too-strategy and economies of scale) that encourage more suppliers to reduce sales prices even further. Finally, there is a lack of meaningful differentiation in the manufactured goods; ▪ New market entrants describe emerging players, participants, stakeholders and/or shareholders entering a market or industry sector; and ▪ Supplier rationalization refers to fundamental changes in supply-chain management that potentially lead to reduced/diminished procurement options due to withdrawal as result of altered market requirements/ conditions, digitization, for instance (Kollmann & Hensellek, 2016; Kollmann & Schmidt, 2016, 55 et seqq.; MarketLine, 2014, p. 13; Schallmo et al., 2017; WebFi- Those four drivers gradually question the status-quo business strategy. Thus, a gradual shift towards digitized media and IT business solutions can be observed including sustainability and CSR marketing (Erek, Schmidt, & Löser, 2013, 155 et seqq.; MarketLine, 2014, p. 13; Mory, 2014; Picot & Lorenz, 2010; Schram & Schmidpeter, 2016) . Even though accounts on sustainability efforts have increasingly been cumulated, they do not sufficiently reach customers in order to create a significant sustainable move and image on market grounds. Socioculturally diversified markets respond differently to those means, in addition. Hence, a fully-fledged, crosscutting corporate approach -commonly referred to as transformational design alongside the value chainwould actually be required in order to make timely and informed decisions in response to business and market changes (Brooks, Klumpe, & Puls, 2016, 67, 70; d'Heur, 2014b; Gassmann & Sutter, 2016; Kollmann & Hensellek, 2016 , 62 et seqq.; Sommer & Welzer, 2014, 111 et seqq.) . The gradual shift of business segments from hardware-related stationery and professional office supplies towards digitized media and IT business solutions addresses sustainability and corporate (social) responsibility as one core competence of related companies in a changing market environment (Altenburger, 2013; Stanger, 2017, p. 61; Zarnekow & Kolbe, 2013) . This implies to either rethink business models from scratch, or gradually develop key segments through business cases of best practice.
On the other hand, changing customer behaviour vis-à-vis sustainability-related needs provides promising prospects of rethinking and revisiting certain strategic business-model assumptions. In that respect, the company is well advised to strive for an intrinsically motivated, integrated concept towards corporate citizenship of sustainability that is based on remarkable corporate responsibility efforts in terms of social and environmental sustainability, above all (Arnold, 2011; GREEN BRANDS Organisation GmbH, 2017; Habisch, Schmidpeter, & Neureiter, 2008, 15 et seqq.; Schaltegger, 2011a, pp. 188-189; Schaltegger & Synnestvedt, 2002; Weber, 2015) .
Methods
Case-related research is mainly exploring, including interpreting-inductive elements grounded in contested assumptions and referring to underlying theoretic frameworks and methodological concepts of relevant importance (Gioia, Corley, & Hamilton, 2013, 17 et seqq.; Jastram, 2012, p. 53; Kromrey, 2002, 58 et seqq.) . This implies an inside-out perspective, first and foremost, enabling to reason from existent and collected corporate data to strategy-related considerations in line with corresponding sustainability strategies (d 'Heur, 2014a, 30 et seqq.) . A twofold approach needs to be taken into account in order to do justice to both cultural-universal and culture-bound options towards corporate sustainability. To this end, all sustainability-related activities of the company and beyond ought to be screened, compiled and analysed in first place, followed by the careful assessment of respective needs and expectations, both universal and culture-bound (Chao et al., 2009, 331 et seqq.; Glauner, 2016; Krause, 2016, 43 et seqq.; Popoli, 2011, p. 420) .
Methodological paradigms systematically applied in this context consist of reviewing literature based on principles of qualitative content analysis (Atkinson, 2017, pp. 122-123; Mayring, 2014; Silverman, 2013, 340 Gerner International Journal of Corporate Social Responsibility (2019) 4:5et seqq.) to understand theory-oriented approaches to corporate sustainability, take into account the leading theoretical concepts applied by scholars on selected corporate contexts, and to identify how to adequately embed the intended case study; collecting case-related characteristics to elicit elucidating, confidential up-todate information through a status-quo-analysis of sustainability-related strategic approaches, activities and initiatives, means and instruments, examine underlying corporate perceptions through SWOT-analysis, including business analysis (internal) and environment analysis (external), and to benchmark performance targets and monitoring processes through an analysis of potential or opportunity assessment, respectively; and processing obtained findings in a strategic-directional way to adopt the value-chain-oriented reasoning based upon an extended life-cycle assessment (Frostell, 2013, 842 et seqq.; Gauthier, 2005) as structuring element, apply a multimethod approach of methodological triangulation, relying on stakeholder observation, expert interviews and company resources, and frame case-related characteristics as case study, including data collection, data analysis and data evaluation. A generic life-cycle analysis or life-cycle assessment (LCA), respectively, represents the core analytic framework, additionally serving as major structuring element. The rationale behind is that an extended life-cycle assessment coincides with corporate value-chain or business segments, including end-of-life aspects. Concepts are often handled interchangeably, neglecting the fact, that there is a meaningful distinction between physical life cycles and market-oriented ones in terms of taking into account competitiveness (Scholz & Tietje, 2002, pp. 285-304 ; United Nations Environment Programme, 2012; United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) & Delft University of Technology, 2006, p. 80; Wong & Ellis, 2007, 146 et seqq.) . In this context, value chains are regarded as organizational units within companies whereas life cycles are product-related. Through adopting the market-oriented life-cycle perspective, business segments alongside the value chain are considered generically from cradle to cradle, or cradle to grave, respectively. Being fundamentally questioned or not, life-cycle approaches frequently lacked or are still missing strategic management considerations on sustainability (Elkington, 1994, 91, 94; Frostell, 2013, 844 Kagan & Kirchberg, 2016; Kloepffer, 2008; Krieger, 1972; Maxwell & van der Vorst, 2003, pp. 892-893; Ny, MacDonald, Broman, Yamamoto, & Robèrt, 2009, p. 68; Pizzirani et al., 2014; Romeiro Filho, 2015; Stanger, 2017) ), including the generic and extended life-cycle dimension of considering supply chain, production, distribution and packaging (logistics), service, use and/or maintenance, and end-of-life; the sustainability dimension through adopting the extended triple-bottom-line principle towards a quadruple-bottom-line of addressing economic, environmental, societal/social aspects of sustainability, adding culture "as a more or less self-standing or freestanding 4th pillar" (Dessein et al., 2015, 24-25, 28, 33; Elkington, 2002, 69 Methodological triangulation refers to the attempt to improve research validity through combining various techniques. The blend of multiple methods, not to be confused with mixed method, ensures best possible use of different sources of information, and thus generating sound and methodologically-grounded results, pertaining to qualitative research models, in particular (Bohnsack, Marotzki, & Meuser, 2006; Flick, 2006 Flick, , 2011 Kuckartz, 2014, p. 19; Lamnek, 2005; Mayring, 2002 Mayring, , 73 et seqq., 2014 Scholz & Tietje, 2002; Silverman, 2013 Silverman, , 199 et seqq., 2014 . Within the given context of cross-cultural corporate sustainability, this approach involves the joint recourse to (Prexl, 2010, 301 et seqq.; Puls, 2016) : ▪ Expert interviews: Narrative, first-hand accounts are highly productive sources in case studies for eliciting valuable, directly relevant information for tendencyfinding analysis. Conducted in a semi-structured way, they are evaluated according to principles of qualitative data analysis. Selecting diverse interviewees guarantees holistic insights on the issues, and relies on different experiences and opinions. Hence, interviewed experts have different, well-defined expertise (Atkinson, 2017, 136 et seqq.; Bogner, Littig, & Menz, 2014, 13, 15, pp. 17-26; Gläser & Laudel, 2012, 111 et seqq.; Helfferich, 2011, 55 et seqq.; Kuckartz, 2016, 97 et seqq.; Meffert & Hensmann, 2014, p. 24) ; they are not necessarily company officials always, but also independent freelance specialists without any particular institutional affiliation. Envisaged interviewees are company affiliates, i.e. regional representatives and dealers, resource persons from general management, board, corporate responsibility, international sales, marketing and public relations, production; scientific community and market research institutes; and focal groups, i.e. students, professionals, retailers, consumers (Bohnsack, 2007; Cropley, 2005; Deppermann, 2001; Flick, Kardorff, & Steinke, 2005; Hopf, 2005; Schmidt, 2005a Schmidt, , 2005b Strati, 2000 ; Strauss, 1998) ; ▪ Company resources: Company-related information are pivotal in order to assess contexts accordingly. These include both publicly accessible and confidential documents, personal records and papers which need to be cautiously taken into account. Envisaged documents contain sustainability-relevant and/or strategy-related information (Strati, 2000; Strauss, 1998) ; ▪ Stakeholder observation: Stakeholder behaviour and appropriate strategies are examined in both isolation and responsive interaction within varying contexts and situational specifics. Envisaged contexts are related to consumer behaviour, brand-image perception, refill attitude, buying habits, inter alia, and business behaviour, partners, distribution channels, agenda setting, selling/ vending strategies inter alia (Bischoff, Leimgruber, & Oehme-Jüngling, 2014, 69 et seqq.; Bohnsack et al., 2006; Flick, 2006; Lamnek, 2005; Mayring, 2002) .
Data
The format of embedded case study is applied in order to explore aspects of corporate sustainability in situ, and to draw case-related conclusions about it. Empirical case studies are widely recognised tools of organizational research, in business contexts, above all. Scholars take advantage of explicitly referring to qualitative indicators of performance analysis. Case-study research is most effectively carried out through combining multiple techniques simultaneously (Gioia et al., 2013, p. 16; Jastram, 2012, p. 58; Prexl, 2010, p. 301; Scholz & Tietje, 2002, 3-4, 9 et seqq., 14, 15 et seqq., 23-25) .
Data collection
Accessing relevant information is prerequisite of being able to properly analyse and assess given research aspects; this particularly applies to obtain internal, often confidential company information. Both research concern and required access to data has been realised in close interplay between academic and corporate entities. In-depth briefings have facilitated the establishing of (Bogner et al., 2014, 27-48, 58 et seqq.; Gläser & Laudel, 2012, 83 et seqq.; Silverman, 2013, 199 et seqq.) .
Data analysis
Analysing collected data is theory-driven; theorygrounded guidance implies that in all procedural decisions systematic reference is made to the latest research on the particular subject or comparable subject fields, respectively. In terms of qualitative content analysis, related arguments are to be granted priority over procedural arguments. In consequence, validity is of more importance than reliability. The compiled corpus of expert interviews, blacked out for privacy reasons by referring to depersonalized initials, company resources, and stakeholder observations, imparts threefold types of knowledge for analysis: technical knowledge, procedural knowledge and interpretative knowledge. Underpinned by the structuring multi-dimensional corporatesustainability assessment, descriptive elements are complemented by deductive category assignment, ultimately culminating in normative conclusions. Instead of a fullyfledged system of transcription with specific typescripts, a selective protocol is taken as basis for qualitative content analysis. By adopting the reduced procedure for transcription, only those parts of the audio-recorded interviews are defined that are relevant to the research questions. Alternatively, given an open-ended, narrative character of the interview, analysis may easily focus on selected aspects only. Important to note is that clear-cut selection criteria need to be defined in advance, thus, transcription is exclusively led to those relevant passages through these normative markers. In this very context, selection criteria comprise of corporate-sustainability relevance in combination with life-cycle analysis or assessment, and recalled dimensions of sustainability (Bogner et al., 2014, 71 et seqq.; Mayring, 2014, 41, 45, 95-96; Silverman, 2013 , 230 et seqq.; see Fig. 2 : Three dimensionsof corporate-sustainability assessment (based on and adapted from Balslev Clausen & Gyimóthy, 2016; Dessein et al., 2015; Gauthier, 2005; Hansen & Große-Dunker, 2013 , pp. 2409 -2411 Hansen et al., 2009, p. 695; Jørgensen et al., 2008; Kagan & Kirchberg, 2016; Kloepffer, 2008; Krieger, 1972; Maxwell & van der Vorst, 2003, pp. 892-893; Ny et al., 2009, p. 68; Pizzirani et al., 2014; Romeiro Filho, 2015; Stanger, 2017) ).
Data evaluation
Interpreting findings retrieved from qualitative data consequentially follows the algorithms of qualitative content analysis; therefore, for theory-based approaches like this, two consecutive steps are proposed:
1) Structuring content analysis is the grass-root activity of identifying, describing and characterizing topics, categories and their correlations. Available data is systematically scoured and attributed to the related content category against by the pre-structuring theoretical background (questionnaire). Samples illustrate corresponding phenomena in more detail, followed by drawing case-related, content-wise conclusions. Depending on the degree of complexity visualization is suggested to be easily grasped; and 2) Reviewing content analysis is a follow-up technique focusing on both evaluating and assessing content bases. The rationale behind is to rate, and at the same time scale established category concepts within their relational systems. This procedure enables to highlight characteristics that may lead to specific patterns, subsequently determined to provide reasoning, advice, recommendations, guidelines or strategic considerations (Bogner et al., 2014, 71 et seqq.; Kromrey, 2002, 309 et seqq.; Kuckartz, 2016, 97-122, 123-142; Mayring, 2014 Mayring, , 8 et seqq., 2015 Schreier, 2014, pp. 8-9; Silverman, 2013, 304 et seqq.) .
Discussion and evaluation
Given case-related data obtained through methodological triangulation, which results need to be discussed in terms of conveying aspects of corporate sustainability across different socio-cultural contexts? Considering the aforementioned objectives as guideline, three consecutive steps have been suggested to contribute to some kind of framework implementation strategy; these are:
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Sustainability performance
Carefully taking into account the indications obtained, compiled and deduced from accessible company data, what is status quo of corporate sustainability-related strategic approaches, activities and initiatives, means and instruments like? How can the current state of corporate sustainability ultimately be assessed and classified? Sustainability performance in this case study is related to a) an extended life-cycle analysis (LCA), and b) the triad of marketing in business-to-business relations, business segments in sustainability contexts, and culturebound/intercultural notions of sustainability. In this context, performance is bound to value-focused thinking rather than to operating figures. Which implies that its assessment is qualitative and individual sui generis; thus, the rationale behind cannot be determined objectively, as result of performance figures, for instance (Ahn & Hanh Le, 2016, pp. 371-372; Balslev Clausen & Gyimóthy, 2016; Dessein et al., 2015; Gauthier, 2005; Hansen & Große-Dunker, 2013 , pp. 2409 -2411 Jørgensen et al., 2008; Kagan & Kirchberg, 2016; Kloepffer, 2008; Krieger, 1972; Maxwell & van der Vorst, 2003, pp. 892-893; Pizzirani et al., 2014; Romeiro Filho, 2015) . Therefore, the supposed/defined value for assessing sustainability performance is to what extent are aspects of sustainability incorporated within respective corporate management segments, to be specific, supply chain, production, packaging/distribution, service/use, and end-oflife?
The corresponding value-assessing spectrum ranges from full extent (fully applicable) to limited scale (partially applicable) to rudimentary (not applicable) (see Fig. 3 : Sample of corporate sustainability performance).
Interpreting the sample qualitative assessment in terms of corporate sustainability performance, it becomes clear that:
1) There are well identifiable aspects of sustainability incorporated alongside the corporate value-chain segments; and 2) There is strategic potential in designated corporate management segments to improve its sustainability performance. To be specific, economic aspects of supply-chain management, and both environmental and social aspects of logistics' management deserve most careful considerations as business segments in sustainability contexts. Culture-bound/intercultural awareness vis-à-vis sustainability is well represented and applied in manufacturing management.
Taking these findings, what might be consequential framing categories of exploring corporate sustainability potential/opportunity? Leading questions are:
▪ Which role does stakeholder involvement play as to awareness and commitment? ▪ How do respective marketing contexts of business-tobusiness (b2b) and business-to-consumer (b2c) possibly exert influence? ▪ How does the value proposition internally correspond to readiness in terms of product portfolio, marketspecific management structures or strategic alignment?
Sustainability opportunity
Sustainability opportunity is grounded on a) drawing logical conclusions from sustainability performance, particularly with regard to stakeholder involvement/ commitment, marketing contexts, and brand/value proposition; and b) deductively reasoning out strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of corporate sustainability (Fig. 4 : Sample SWOTs tocorporate sustainability), including both environment analysis (external) and business analysis (internal) based upon experts' accounts, company resources and stakeholder observation (methodological triangulation).
Given the strategic potential, which are key drivers conducive to increase corporate sustainability across socio-cultural contexts? The objective of providing a differentiated perspective on sustainability opportunity particularly involves the question which and how factors are rendered relevant in a universal or culture-bound way. This may include conceptual approaches for stakeholder mapping and communication.
Assessing potential can be carried out in a qualitative way by taking into account:
▪ Internal factors, such like specific knowledge, skills and/or abilities available within the company; and resources available to the company, including staff, financial resources and technologies to be acquired for launch and growth of the opportunity; and ▪ External factors, such like characteristics of the industry sector in terms of key competitors, structure, entry-barriers or pertinent trends that are likely to affect business activities; the market in terms of knowledge of preference, values, buying behaviour, including demographic and psychographic information necessary to appropriately position, promote and price the products and services; social norms, values and trends, including evidence for temporary fashion, increased need or awareness, ethical concerns about its effects, social environment, and perceptions of the opportunity in the minds of customers and citizens; legal and regulatory forces possibly affecting business operations, including laws, policies, procedures and regulations (Gundry & Kickul, 2007, p. 65) .
Evaluating corporate sustainability potential follows the comprehensible principle of extending strengths and diminishing weaknesses, incorporates internal and external factors, and is directly attributed to the four strategic options. Consequentially, the corresponding opportunityassessing spectrum ranges from questionable (poor prospects equivalent to minimise) to pendant (undetermined equivalent to optionally secure or catch-up) to promising (excellent prospects equivalent to expand) (see see Fig. 5 : Sample of corporate sustainability opportunity).
Interpreting the sample qualitative assessment in terms of corporate sustainability opportunity, it can be stated that: 1) There is significant prospect to take further steps towards sustainability alongside the corporate value-chain segments; 2) There are distinguished opportunities in designated corporate management segments to enhance corporate sustainability. Especially supply-chain and end-of-life processes have been identified promising to considerably intensify sustainability-oriented commitment. Both environmental and cultural aspects ought to be listed high on the corporate agenda in order to profit most from expected potentials; 3) There is need to institutionalize stakeholder dialoguing through providing professional stakeholder management that exceeds customerrelationship management; 4) There are cultural aspects to be painstakingly considered/prioritized, according to reports and strategic accounts of progressively shifting and/or extending marketing paradigms from business-tobusiness (b2b) to business-to-consumer (b2c) (Ellson, 2004; Keinert, 2008, 118 ; 124 et seqq.); and 5) There is opportuneness by adopting sustainability conduct to review the value proposition, particularly in view of product portfolio (streamlining), market-specific management structures (regional autonomy) and strategic alignment (pioneering spirit/image).
Taking these findings, what might be a resulting design of contouring corporate sustainability commitment? Leading questions are:
▪ What are case-related key drivers to trigger corporate sustainability in general? ▪ What are conducive outlines to formulate impactoriented operational guidelines?
Sustainability commitment
Assessing sustainability commitment comprises a) identifying and explaining key drivers to corporate sustainability (see Fig. 6 : Sample corporate drivers to corporate sustainability) deduced from both SWOT-analysis (see Fig. 5 : Sample of corporate sustainability opportunity), and experts' accounts, company resources or related stakeholder observation (methodological triangulation); and b) collecting resultant keynotes for corporate commitment to be further defined in operational guidelines (Bhardwaj, 2016; Daneshpour & Takala, 2016; Graafland & Smid, 2012; Schaltegger & Wagner, 2006, p. 2; Smith & Muller, 2016, 76 et seqq.; Stampfl, 2016, p. 87 ; United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) & Delft University of Technology, 2006, 26 et seqq., pp. 60-61) . Considering the key drivers of selected strategic options, which feasible conclusions can be drawn with sustainability commitment in mind? Determining criterion for qualitatively rating corporate commitment is the likelihood for specific future involvement. Three options are proposed to address assessing commitment. First, there are established corporate typology categories distinguishing between institutional stars (highest commitment), corporate citizens and apathetics (lowest commitment). Second, a continuum is argued from personal dedication to constraint commitment. Thirdly, the level of commitment is decisive capturing no commitment, some commitment, and routinized/wellestablished commitment (Ingram, Lee, & Lucas, 1991, p. 193; Maki, 2012, p. 47; Stanley & Markman, 1992, 506 et seqq.) .
In this specific context evaluating corporate sustainability commitment is rather notional; nevertheless, to limited extent reasoning is feasible given all strategic options deduced from sustainability performance and potential. In this respect, the likelihood for corporate commitment ranges from low (unlikely implementing probability associated with minimise) to indifferent (uncertain implementing probability associated with either secure or catch-up) to high (likely implementing probability associated with expand) (see Fig. 7 : Sample of corporate sustainabilitycommitment).
What can be exemplarily reasoned out from qualitatively rating corporate sustainability commitment is that:
1) There are clearly marked/indicated scopes for sustainability-related (non-)involvement, both alongside corporate value-chain segments and corresponding to a sustainability dimension, prior to formulating impact-oriented operational guidelines; 2) Most momentum can be attributed to the economic dimension of sustainability, capable of raising efficiency and/or synergies in supply-chain, logistics' and service affairs; this indication well coincides with a corporations' originary optimization function, and obtains significant acceptance on these grounds; 3) Least momentum in view of steps towards sustainability can be observed in the scope of logistics, possibly for the reason of lost/outsourced managerial control and/or influence on decisiontaking due to third-party-contractual designs; 4) On environmental grounds, manufacturing and end-of-life processes can promisingly liaise in both strategic and issue-driven sustainability perspectives; 5) On cultural grounds, service-oriented and end-oflife aspects need to be concerted in view of sustainability relevance; 6) On social grounds, there is reason for well assuming either saturated/satisfyinglyimplemented corporate policies of workplace well-being and generated societal impacts, or context-specific/culture-bound framing conditions that prevent from involvement, in logistics' and end-of-life processes, above all; and 7) Key drivers are identified to trigger corporate sustainability in its diverse strategic setups.
Acknowledging the expected likelihood for sustainabilityoriented, corporate involvement:
▪ How is sustainability commitment correlated with sustainability performance and sustainability opportunity? ▪ How can the triad relation of performance, opportunity and commitment be merged into a consistent framework that may provide guidance in terms of implementation? 
Framework implementation strategy
Given a dual character of defining strategy by referring to both identifying and assessing present and future comparative advantages and potential for success, and deriving detailed implications for policies and plans of implementation, the framework strategy explicitly focuses on conceptual guidelines for realizing such business opportunity (Morioka & de Carvalho, 2016; Rusnjak, 2014, pp. 48-50) . The framework-implementation approach to corporate sustainability (Baumgartner & Rauter, 2017, pp. 82-83) consists of: 1) Elaborating on the underlying or basic/fundamental alignment. Addressing orientation touches upon the overarching principle, the corporate DNA, vision or Why, represented through endurance and rational audacity. To be aware that striving for sustainability with an ulterior purpose beyond purely economic business success, may include refining the corporate value proposition. Combining normative-ethical considerations with the economic rationality of profitability, presumably results in moving/extending strategic corporate targets, beyond provisions of code of conduct, in particular (Viardot, 2017, pp. 1-3) ; and 2) Accentuating the corporate implementation impetus. Considering prioritized options of operationalization -including reporting, scorecardbalanced accounting and monitoring -draw on strategies to sustainability, the corporate mission or How, thus, affecting business value (Campbell, 2015; Hamilton, 2011, 183 et seqq.; Khalili, 2011b, pp. 152-155; Maletič, Maletič, & Gomišček, 2012, pp. 220-221; Morioka & de Carvalho, 2016, 139 et seqq.; Viardot, 2017, 13, 38, 41, 59, 65, 89, 94, 98) through: ▪ Universal, general or cross-cutting policies, the corporate agenda or What, which correspond to the entire dimensional scope of the generic life cycle and define "an integrated ( …) strategy (of universally-valid corporate drivers and key business functions) that does not change in the various countries where the company operates" (Popoli, 2011, p. 419) ; or ▪ Culture-bound, regional or de-centralized policies/paths, the corporate context or To what extent, that focus on selected/relevant aspects of both life-cycle and sustainability dimension of related corporate drivers and key business functions. How does it translate to the sustainability triad of performance, opportunity and commitment? Four linking strategies can be derived and adopted: 1) Product stewardship: Taking care of and managing manufactured property through an awarenessraising process of controlling and communicating product-related impacts in terms of sustainability performance throughout its entire life cycle. What primarily referred to due diligence and liability of products and services, increasingly extends to the opportunity of purposefully integrating stakeholders' perspectives/claims into business processes and circular product development; 2) Operational efficiency: Striving for an optimal allocation, distribution and use of corporate resources alongside the value-chain segments and the four sustainability dimensions according to the efficiency and effectiveness paradigm. What predominantly referred to minimizing resource usage and waste generation by recycling/upcycling, increasingly applies to social/societal, economic and cultural affairs; 3) Innovative transformation: Improving the corporate performance throughout core-and supportive value-chain segments by moving towards novel sustainable business solutions of generated added value. What originally referred to ecologicallydriven product features, increasingly includes selfcontained product-related services, lean management processes and disruptive business-model evolution; and 4) Adaptive responsiveness: Disposing of the corporate ability and commitment to anticipate socio-cultural changes or challenges through open collaboration, and to instantly provide customized, marketable solutions. What commonly referred to demand-driven or needs-based approaches increasingly evolves into evidence-based modes of social listening and/or cultural selling.
Strategic options for sustainable supply-chain management (see Fig. 8 : Sample framework implementation strategy: Supply chain) are product stewardship and/or operational efficiency:
▪ Universal supply-chain policies consist of global procurement framing an optimized number of suppliers; resource planning; principally applicable code-ofconduct provisions for common understanding, including an obligation to respond and sign; the application of unified corporate procedures and ISO-compliant standards; the establishment of corporate buying centres subject to unified terms and conditions; disclosing standard product lines and product-service systems; and stakeholder dialoguing; ▪ Culture-bound supply-chain policies consist of procurement autonomy with an independent/originary agenda stipulating freedom of contracting; supplier selection; order volume; budgetary planning; and the establishment of regional procurement alliances/ channels; ▪ Business value can be generated through quality improvement, cost reduction, liability-risk decrease, legitimacy, reputation/credibility, empowerment, employee satisfaction/motivation, corporate bottomline standards, or competitiveness of suppliers, inter alia; ▪ Key business functions to be involved are procurement, marketing, operations, legal affairs, and human resources, inter alia; ▪ Drivers considered conducive are commoditization, competitive advantage, cost intensity, digitization, incentive systems, mandate, optimization, project complexity, regulation, resource shortages, supplier rationalization, and trust.
Strategic options for sustainable production management are product stewardship, operational efficiency and/or innovative transformation:
▪ Universal production policies consist of pruning the offered product portfolio; exchange aimed at synchronized sustainable management routines; the application of unified corporate procedures and ISObased standards; the adoption of globally-shared employment-and off-the-job-training principles; and international technology transfer; ▪ Culture-bound production policies consist of manufacturing interfaces of sharing eco-production routines or practices of adaptive craftsmanship; and provided fringe-benefits' programmes, ▪ Business value can be generated through business growth, innovative products, quality improvement, rejuvenation of product lines, streamlined portfolio, legitimacy, reputation/credibility, corporate bottom-line standards, cost reduction, communication in technology, optimized man-machine interface, or economies of scale, inter alia; ▪ Key business functions to be involved are procurement, marketing, operations, innovation, human resources, research/development, and corporate strategy, inter alia; ▪ Drivers considered conducive are branding, commoditization, competitive advantage, cost intensity, digitization, employee recruitment, incentive systems, innovation, optimization, regulation, resource shortages, shareholders, and trust.
Strategic options for sustainable packaging/distribution management are operational efficiency and/or adaptive responsiveness:
▪ Universal packaging/distribution policies consist of global logistics framing optimized structures of service providers worldwide; contractual provisions compliant/ equivalent and/or exceeding the code of conduct, including an obligation to respond, sign and report; the application of compatible procedures and universal ISO-compliant standards for integrated accounting/ controlling; and synchronized distribution principles/ routines; ▪ Culture-bound packaging/distribution policies consist of graded autonomy with regionally differing contractual design ranging from selecting service providers to concluding terms, conditions and distribution volume; and the establishment of regional logistics' alliances/channels; ▪ Business value can be generated through new markets, streamlined product-service lines, corporate bottom-line standards, cost reduction, reliability, safe business environment, or economies of scale, inter alia; ▪ Key business functions to be involved are operations, human resources, and legal affairs, inter alia; ▪ Drivers considered conducive are commoditization, competitive advantage, cost intensity, distributor expectations, incentive systems, optimization, and shareholders.
Strategic options for sustainable service/use management are product stewardship, innovative transformation and/or adaptive responsiveness:
▪ Universal service/use policies consist of consistent compatibility, agility and visibility of the product portfolio; the comprehensive adoption of eco-effective product-service systems, including complementary functionality; streamlined product-related communication; and stakeholder-involving key messaging; ▪ Culture-bound service/use policies consist of advocacy for and dissemination of niche business solutions; and the formation of regional, consumptionoriented stakeholder networks; ▪ Business value can be generated through product differentiation, new markets, business growth, streamlined product-service lines, reputation/credibility, communication in technology, optimized man-machine interface, innovative products, or quality improvement, inter alia; ▪ Key business functions to be involved are operations, research/development, marketing, and corporate strategy, inter alia; ▪ Drivers considered conducive are branding, competitive advantage, demand, digitization, distributor expectations, innovation, marketing-sales-interface, reputation, shareholders, stakeholders, and trust.
Strategic options for sustainable end-of-life management (see Fig. 9 : Sample framework implementationstrategy: End-of-life.) are product stewardship and/or innovative transformation:
▪ Universal end-of-life policies consist of the amendment of the corporate value proposition; trickle-down brokerage and advocacy; and the plausible embodiment of the dual role of manufacturer and waste-disposal contractor; and the reasoning of value-creation beyond consumption; ▪ Culture-bound end-of-life policies consist of the adjustment and reconciliation of corporate claims with an in-situ reality of customers' and/or stakeholders' lives; and the co-creation of corporate bonding in diversity; ▪ Business value can be generated through product differentiation, new markets, business growth, streamlined product-service lines, reputation/credibility, innovative products, or quality improvement, inter alia; ▪ Key business functions to be involved are operations, research/development, innovation, marketing, and corporate strategy, inter alia; ▪ Drivers considered conducive are branding, competitive advantage, demand, incentive systems, innovation, mandate, marketing-sales-interface, regulation, reputation, resource shortages, and stakeholders.
Deducing strategic options to corporate sustainability from the company's vision and mission statement illustrates the promising approach to reconcile sustainability commitment with sustainability performance and sustainability opportunity, since practical reference can instantly be made to the corporate value proposition and corresponding business values. In turn, accessing and/or amending the value system of a company is prerequisite to create implementing momentum. Thus, given the existing sustainability performance, relevant business drivers are identified to enable/facilitate sustainability opportunity that can be expressed in universally or culture-bound measures of a determined policy. Each strategic option may either apply internally or externally, and is more present-or future-oriented, alternatively. Likewise, corporate key functions/departments contribute to designated business values in direct support of respective strategic alignments (see Fig. 10 Sample framework implementation strategy to corporate sustainability (adapted from Manda, Bosch, & Worrell, 2015, p. 135) ). Altogether, the analytical proceeding of consecutively considering performance, opportunity and commitment consequently facilitates a consistent framework implementation strategy to corporate sustainability.
Conclusions
Referring to the proposed framework implementation strategy, which general implications can be stated, and which specific recommendations can be made?
Two major implications arise from the conceptual layout of the diverse implementing options (see Fig. 11 : Sample of implementing recommendations to corporate sustainability):
1) Neither the concept of global corporate sustainability nor the notion of corporate citizenship of sustainability, i.e. consisting in integrated efforts of social and environmental sustainability, are comprehensively applicable.
Restrictions are primarily subject to the specificities of implementation contexts. Although common patterns of characteristics and drivers suited for framing a coherent theoretical body are identified, corresponding policies are addressed differently at the corporate level. This eventually leads to the effect of disparately contributing to the business-strategy tool of integrated business thinking (Lozano, 2012, pp. 17-18; Rahdari & Anvary Rostamy, 2015, 763, 767) ; and 2) Strategic performance management needs to accommodate all dimensional scopes of sustainability. Triggering aspects and issues result from exploring the integration of corporate sustainability into strategic management, thus, enabling sustainability to emerge as integral part of corporate strategic management and business planning. Intentionally advocating for sustainability is the notion of corporate sustainability governance as the new driving force (Engert et al., , 2834 (Engert et al., , 2838 Fischer, 2017, 151, 210; Krechovská & Procházková, 2014 , p. 1146 Viardot, 2017, p. 7) .
Sustainability constitutes an essential element in corporate contexts. Corporate sustainability may be addressed both selectively or integrated. The holistic approach presented here, particularly aimed at conveying aspects of corporate sustainability across different socio-cultural contexts. Undoubtedly, there is such a correlation between corporate and culture-bound sustainability. This nexus has been proven through referring to culture-depending notions of sustainability that constitute strategic driving forces to corporate sustainability by facilitating innovative capacities in business-model development, and identifying promising/viable business cases for sustainability-oriented manufacturing and branding. Culture-bound or intercultural awareness vis-à-vis sustainability is well represented and applied in manufacturing management. Cultural aspects ought to be listed high on the corporate agenda in order to profit most from arising potentials, e.g. progressively shifting and extending marketing paradigms from business-tobusiness (b2b) to business-to-consumer (b2c). In this way, the full scope of sustainability dimensions could be considered as constituent part of sustainability-oriented corporate governance. Moreover, there are clear indications of contouring the notional shift from corporate (social) responsibility towards an integrated concept of sustainability that is functionality-based and governance-oriented; thus, focusing on systemic innovations and integrated business solutions of embedding socio-cultural behaviour in order to assume the dual mandate of both manufacturer and waste-disposal contractor. Tentative clues of awareness have been raised among corporate stakeholders alongside the value chain; though, eventually leading to strategic stakeholder management requires extended considerations and further efforts.
The research design has been conducive to include the socio-cultural dimension into the life-cycle structure of analysis. Relying on the triad of expert interviews, company resources and stakeholder observation, it has been clear from the very beginning that assuming a generic, five-part life-cycle assessment represents a stylized or archetypal model of approaching corporate reality. This leads to the necessity of transferring/relating findings to the de-facto value-chain segments found and reflected in the corporate structure, accordingly. Opting for the qualitative approach based upon obtained interview data, findings may well be trend-setting; however, these are not representative or evidence-based in statistical terms. Thus, they are applicable in the specific single-case context, only, and cannot be transferred or extrapolated to differing contexts without further ado. General implications and recommendations, in particular, need to be adapted to specific corporate contexts. Resulting charts are rather case-related than theory-induced.
In order to systematically analyse corporate sustainability, the three-part structure of sustainability performance, sustainability opportunity and sustainability commitment made it possible to first, assess the status quo of corporate sustainability-related strategic approaches, activities and initiatives, and means and instruments, second, identify universal and culture-bound drivers corresponding to industry-sector-specific characteristics of transformational design in view of relevant mega trends; and, and third, deduce operational guidelines in view of stakeholder awareness, selected strategic options, projects and best practices. Every single sustainability dimension, i.e. environmental, societal, economic and cultural, was studied individually, then correlated with the generic life-cycle category, i.e. supply chain, production, distribution/packaging, service/use, and end-of-life, and finally included into the three-step assessment. At the core of the resulting framework implementation strategy, there are four detached strategic options, i.e. product stewardship, operational efficiency, innovative transformation, and adaptive responsiveness, ranging from internal/external to present/future. Therein, meaningful cross-sectoral aspects of innovation, businessmodel evolution and predominantly socio-cultural contexts are dealt with accordingly.
To conclude, while recalling and responding to the initially raised research questions: 1) Yes, taking socio-cultural contexts into consideration adequately may constitute a strategic driving force and influential pull factor with regard to corporate sustainability.
Sustainability performance proves that engaging with socio-cultural contexts is particularly conducive in corporate manufacturing management, for instance. Neglecting or rudimentarily paying tribute to cultural conditions limits the sustainability opportunity, since corresponding drivers cannot appropriately be identified. According to examined strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats, socio-cultural patterns are tremendously relevant in end-of-life scenarios of productrelated (eco-cultural) resilience.
2) Yes, strengthening cultural aspects of corporate sustainability may definitively increase the innovative capacity for business-model evolution, however rather as push than pull factor.
The framework implementation strategy integrates compelling culture-bound policies suited for fostering operational efficiency and innovative transformation. Cultural practices become predominantly thrilling in disruptive innovation processes or readjustments of business models which exceeds purely culture-related design and branding options by far.
3) Yes, highlighting comparative advantages of sustainability-oriented manufacturing and culturespecific branding as push factor favours the identification of business cases for sustainability.
Corporate drivers to corporate sustainability incorporated into the framework implementation strategy substantiate culture-bound policies to encourage adaptive responsiveness through a) anticipating socio-cultural trends in a barometer-like mode and b) detecting promising elements of sustainability-oriented business cases, e.g. in view of function-driven product-service systems, cross-cultural production/manufacturing routines or policies of logistics.
Corporate commitment to/for sustainability is particularly advised in challenging times of economic turbulence and rapid changes; it represents the window of opportunity to revisit assumptions and value propositions of long-lived business models (Prexl, 2010, p. 128) . In a nutshell, it is high noon to tackle integrated business solutions and gradually turning them into fully-fledged business models through kicking off with developing and launching business cases for/to sustainability which apply across strategies and cultures! Abbreviations b2b: Business-to-business; b2c: Business-to-consumer; CC: Corporate citizenship; CR: Corporate responsibility; CRM: Customer-relationshipmanagement; CS: Corporate sustainability; CSR: Corporate social responsibility; LCA: Life-cycle analysis/assessment; SWOT: Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats; USP: Unique-selling-proposition
